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Welcome to the first edition of  

English Matters. 

English matters because language and  

communication are the life-blood of  

society.  A real and meaningful grasp of 

language means that you, as an  

individual, are able to explain your ideas, 

thoughts and opinions clearly and  

concisely— in short, people understand 

you! 

English matters to us as a school because 

all other subjects rely on high standards 

of written communication, and an  

expected ability to explain your responses 

to exam questions. 

May I start with a question?  When was 

the last time you read a book?   

Last night? Last year?  Maybe not since  

leaving school?  Some people catch the 

reading „bug‟ early, and consume a wide 

range of texts with a voracity that is then 

held as a life-long love of reading.  For 

others, the process of reading is one 

which can begin to feel like a chore.   

I would urge reluctant and returning  

readers to think about the habits and 

hobbies which they do enjoy.   

If you can then find texts, be they fiction 

or non-fiction, which support these  

other interests, then you can fall back 

in love with reading!  If you find the right  

subject, the links to other, more  

challenging texts, is then just a step 

away. 

English is a school subject which tends 

to create very divided opinions—but love 

it or loathe it, the importance of  

language and communication is  

essential to success in life.  When  

looking to support your child in  

preparing for the rigours and demands 

of adult life, equipping them with the 

ability and confidence to express  

themselves clearly is the most cross-

curricular tool they can have.  And it is 

English that develops, sustains and 

stretches this skill. 

As Phil Beadle reminds us, “with  

literacy, you can articulate”.   

 

In the English department, the  

articulation of the individual means  

the development of the person. 

Rebecca Williams—English Teacher 

Editorial: R Williams  

Pupils’ eye view of English—Annica Webb  Year 11 

Studying English widens 

young people’s vocabulary 

as well as enabling students 

to acknowledge the  

importance of plays such as 

‘An Inspector Calls’, or 

books such as ‘Of Mice and 

Men’ and understand the 

hidden messages and to 

listen to the warnings for a 

modern reader or audience. 

For me, studying this subject 

has made me recognise how 

important and significant 

writing really is.   

English has also helped me 

in other subjects I study at 

school such as Graphic  

Design .  This is a mainly  

hands-on practical subject, 

however some writing also 

needs to be completed.  

English has given me a wider 

vocabulary which allows me 

to make my work more  

detailed and explanatory, 

therefore enabling me to 

achieve higher grades.   

This skill then spreads over a 

variety of subjects as an 

integral element of exam 

success. 

Many people underestimate 

the significance of English 

and how it can have an 

effect on people.  English 

helped me to realise my 

ambitions and start writing 

my own book.  Where will it 

take you? 

Being a Year 11 student can 

be stressful, but for me, 

studying English Language 

and Literature makes it 

better!  My English lessons 

are the most  interesting 

and exciting lessons of the 

week.  English Language 

teaches you how you can 

capture a reader’s attention  

and draw them into your 

article, whilst English  

Literature elucidates a  

writer’s message, and  

explains the emotions of 

that person in the form of 

words.  

 

The perfect contrast. 
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“What an 

astonishing thing 

a book is. It's a 

flat object made 

from a tree with 

flexible parts on 

which are 

imprinted lots of 

funny dark 

squiggles.  

 

But one glance at 

it and you're 

inside the mind 

of another 

person, maybe 

somebody dead 

for thousands of 

years.  

 

Across the 

millennia, an 

author is 

speaking clearly 

and silently 

inside your head, 

directly to you. 

[Cosmos, Part 

11: The 

Persistence of 

Memory (1980)]”  

― Carl Sagan, 

Cosmos  

 

 

 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/10538.Carl_Sagan
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3237312
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/10538.Carl_Sagan


One of the most im-

portant thrusts for any 

teacher is the importance 

of Literacy. 

 

As part of staff training, the 

renowned „super-teacher‟ 

and writer, Phil Beadle was 

invited to give some whole-

staff training to the  

teaching body at Wyvern. 

He gave us a unique insight 

into the struggles of   

acquiring Literacy, and new 

ideas and innovations to 

support Literacy in the 

classroom, across all  

subjects. 

Here, in an exclusive text 

written especially for this 

publication, Phil gives us 

a taste of his particular 

„view on the importance 

of Literacy in society,  

encouraging the  

„reluctant‟ readers and 

writers to have the  

courage to „find a voice‟..   
 

“The way out of the ghetto 

is not boxing, nor indeed 

any form of violence, and it 

is not football, nor indeed 

any form of violence. These 

will keep you in the ghetto, 

and these will keep you  

stupid. The way out of the 

whatever ghetto you have 

been raised in, be it a 

“council estate of the 

mind”, be it physical, or be 

it philosophical is reading; 

and the way out of the  

ghetto is writing. And if 

you can get really good at 

reading and writing, then 

you have a voice. 

 

And when you have a voice 

you can use it how you 

wish. You can sculpt  screes 

of metaphorical spit into 

unruly perfection before 

hurling them at the milky 

visages of the heffer-faced 

Etonians whose tribe profit 

from keeping you in the 

ghetto. You can tell them 

you see through the  

methods of institutionalized 

social control  

(the newspapers, the pub, 

football and the church) that 

are used to keep you and the 

likes of you, not only stupid 

and poor, but grateful for  

being stupid and poor.  

And what is more you can  

challenge them in the  

language they claim to own, 

and you can prove to them 

that they don‟t, and you can 

prove that their claim to  

intellectual superiority is a 

fantastical work of 

worthy of the mind of 

Lewis Carroll, and you 

can prove their right to 

rule is a temporary  

historical glitch.  

 

And if you can read 

and write you no  

longer have to be  

deferent to your  

oppressors; and if you 

can read and write you 

can have anything you 

want. 

 

Literacy, for working class people, 

is a matter of life and death: it is the 

path away from the black economy 

and the hand-to-mouth existence 

that consumes millions of decent 

people into lives of debt and  

misery.  

 

With literacy you can fight to have 

the concept of a meritocracy  

become something other than an 

expression of irony; with literacy, 

you can fight the policy makers 

who have never seen close up what  

poverty can do to humans, who  

legislate to increase it; who seek to 

put its victims under a  

pathologising microscope and then 

blame them for some innate failing, 

when the failing has been inflicted 

upon them. 

 
With literacy you can articulate 

your anger.  

©Phil Beadle 2014  

 

Words are the Way Out — Literacy gives you a voice 
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“And if you 

can get 

really good 

at reading 

and writing, 

then you 

have a 

voice.” 
Phil Beadle 



A man walked into a 

bar… “Ow,” he said.  It 

was an iron bar. 

A man walked into a li-

brary… “Ow,” he said.  

“Shhh” said the librarian, 

“there’s a show on!  

(and look in Section 3, Row 

16 for Horse references). 

On Thursday 19th June, bold 

and witty teenagers took 

their first tentative, and  

fun-drenched, steps towards 

stand-up heaven.  Coached 

as they were by Dave Smith, 

these pupils were given a 

sound foundation upon 

which to build original  

comedy routines.   

Dave Smith is a freelance 

professional writer and a 

contemporary on the stand-

up scene of such luminaries 

as Lee Evans, Lee Mack and 

Michael McIntyre.  His own 

reminiscences of long car 

journeys taken on the  

comedy circuit, with his  

famous pals, provided fine 

inspiration and models for 

our own observational  

comics. 

With only ninety minutes 

preparation time, the year 

9 pupils took simple  

observations on life and 

built them into routines to 

perform to an audience of 

friends and family that 

same evening.  A daunting  

proposition! 

Watching scripts evolve 

from throwaway com-

ments about siblings, TV 

remotes, teen-speak and 

family gatherings, for  

example, was most  

impressive.  And ideas 

based upon cake, hot  

chocolate and the agony of 

supporting any England 

football team were given 

the same witty treatment.   

It was mothers, though, 

who came in for the most 

savage mauling!  If any of 

these budding comics are 

ever fed, clothed or given 

lifts again, then these 

mothers are far more  

loving and forgiving than 

they have been portrayed 

on stage! 

 

Regardless of the specific 

targets for their scorn, the 

pupils delivered their  

routines with dynamism and 

precision. In bantering  

double-acts or as sardonic 

solo acts, the teenagers  

delivered superb  

observations with  

confidence, great timing and 

flair: each performance, 

evaluated and celebrated by 

Dave, was greeted with  

rapturous applause by the 

warm and well-watered, 

audience.  An audience that, 

with hindsight, will  

recognise that the England 

performance against  

Uruguay that same evening 

was not the only laughable 

performance they’ve seen, 

and was certainly not the 

best! 

A man walked under a 

bar… 

The bar had just been 

raised by Wyvern pupils! 

Year 9 find their funny bones—Comedy Evening  
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“Life doesn't 

make any sense, 

and we all 

pretend it does. 

Comedy's job is 

to point out that 

it doesn't make 

sense, and that 

it doesn't make 

much difference 

anyway.”  

 

Eric Idle:  

Monty Python 

An appeal for sense in a 

crazy world? 

English Department events—2014 

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=comedy+pics&id=F0BBD52DF412FB974817CAB654018C33387A5400&FORM=IQFRBA


One of the most important  

wonderful parts of the year is when 

the English teachers get to meet 

the aspiring readers and writers of 

tomorrow through our Pyramid  

Literacy events.   

In these special days, pupils from our Wyvern 

Pyramid schools, including  both Fair Oak  

Infants and  the Junior school, and Stoke Park 

Infants and Juniors, meet and work with  

Wyvern students.  All the students can work 

together to create new texts, read and share 

new books and stories, and foster the interest 

of reading for pleasure, as well as supporting 

the skills of Literacy across the Key Stages. 

Pyramid Literacy event— the building blocks of the future 

Writing in response to a poem – Ozymandias (Percy Shelley) 

The trees stand as tall as 

statues, green and brown.  

The grass dry, the sun just 

caressing the sand and sea.  

No rain, no weather, but 

just the endless sun.   

The sky has no clouds. 

The wooden structure:  

colossal, semi-circular, with 

a square on top.  Brown dirt 

all over, crumbled and 

littered on the soft sand.  

The door-knocker only half 

there – silver, but tarnish 

creeping blackly over the 

surface.  It stands and stays 

near the ocean, covered 

with seaweed and sand.  Nothing else 

remains: fragments of boat, black and 

white. Nails and tiny pieces of glasses 

buried in the sand. 

Amelia Hyde  

Year 7 

I met an old man on a 

mysterious beach who 

said.. 

“Around the wooden 

structure sits soggy  

seaweed, piled up like 

bricks drying in the hot 

sun.  The glistening 

sand buries the shiny 

shells like coins in a 

treasure chest.  The 

sand as soft as a  

blanket; the sea as 

lonely as this desert 

island; the rocks as big 

as a giant.  

Rocks rise from the sea. 
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Macbeth: deceit, death… and zombies! 
the company actors initiated 

plenty of thought and  

discussion about the  

portrayal of the witches and 

the royal couple.  Their  

alternative interpretation of 

the introduction of the 

witches in act 1 scene 1 was 

insightful and hilarious in 

equal measure.  Moving 

through TOWIE and  

Halloween, the students 

plumped for zombies as the 

likeliest beings to strike fear 

in a modern audience. 

The performance itself was 

cleverly edited to highlight 

the bewildering pace of 

events and ambitious drive 

of Macbeth and his  

“fiend-like queen.” Adopting 

several roles, the cast mem-

bers were able to sustain 

the audience’s  

attention throughout; even 

using volunteers from Year 8 

at key moments like the 

banquet scene to embellish 

the performance.   

 

 

Jake Moulton was particularly 

involved in the role of Banquo’s 

son, Fleance. 

After several harrowing scenes 

and withering exchanges, pupils 

were left with a terrific  

understanding of the play, and a 

full appreciation of the role of 

actors and director in  

interpreting Shakespeare’s  

original words for performance. 

The pupils’ letters of thanks to 

the company, and the precision 

of their subsequent classwork, 

proved the benefit of the visit, 

highlighting the educational 

value and cultural enrichment 

of such activities. 

Wyvern looks forward to the 

next visit of The Young  

Shakespeare Company in 2015 

when Macbeth and the zombies 

will rise once more 

“So, thanks to all at once and to 

each one” (Act 5 scene 8) 

“Make all our trumpets 

speak; give them breath 

Those clamorous harbingers 

of blood and death” 

The Young Shakespeare 

Company visited Wyvern 

College on 4th February 2015 

to deliver their own wicked 

interpretation of the bard’s 

Scottish play. 

The crew of four talented 

actors delivered workshops 

to Year Eight, highlighting 

the themes and  

characterisation at the heart 

of ‘Macbeth.’  Playing  

in-the-round (the audience 

are surrounding the action);  
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“If I had my life to live 
over again, I would 
have made a rule to 
read some poetry and 
listen to some music 
at least once every 
week.”  
― Charles Darwin, 
The Autobiography of 
Charles Darwin, 1809–
82 

Year 8 Shakespeare Event—workshop and performance 

from The Young Shakespeare Company 

The Witch-Zombies bewitch Macbeth 

Events 2015 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/12793.Charles_Darwin
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/179213
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/179213
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/179213
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/12793.Charles_Darwin


On 12th March 2015, 90  

enthusiastic pupils and 9 

intrepid staff took a step 

back in time to immerse 

themselves in Elizabethan 

culture.  The visit to  

Shakespeare’s Globe in  

London was a fantastic  

opportunity for Wyvern’s 

Year 7 cohort to reinforce 

their learning and to receive 

first-hand insights into 16th 

Century theatre; its players 

and its audience; its history 

and its folklore. 

Guided through history 

The pupils were thoroughly 

engaged by the tour of The 

Globe, firing questions at 

the knowledgeable and 

charismatic guides.  Their 

understanding of the perils 

and pleasures of Elizabethan 

life was enhanced with  

every response.  Their  

appreciation of the  

craftsmanship evident in the 

theatre itself and the  

ingenuity of the playwrights 

and technicians grew with 

each new area visited.  And 

their capacity to spend  

money in the gift shop was 

extraordinary! 

It was refreshing to hear so 

many Wyvern pupils  

contributing confidentially 

to informal discussions 

about staging and perfor-

mances in Shakespeare’s 

day.  This knowledge was 

matched by the pupils’ clear 

understanding of  ‘The  

Tempest.’  They were able to 

relate key scenes from the 

play to the sections of the 

stage, and under-stage 

“Hell” that they visited. 

A Professional Experience? 

More significantly though, 

the pupils had the  

opportunity to explore the 

text with professional  

actors. Workshops with 

Globe cast members such as 

Chris Obi, who has  

performed in blockbusters 

alongside Charlize Theron 

and Cameron Diaz, gave the 

youngsters invaluable  

insights into the actors’ art 

and the interpretation of 

scripts.  Chris was a really 

dynamic presence, inspiring all of 

his mentees to perform without 

fear in a series of tasks which  

culminated in performances of 

key scenes from ‘The Tempest.’ 

Even he was shocked by the  

quality of acting and calibre of 

performances at his disposal.   

Indeed, three pupils received his 

ultimate accolade as he  

recommended that they pursue a 

career in acting! 

 

Modern approach to lunch? 

The trip was topped up with 

lunch at Tate Modern and a  

riverside stroll to take in the  

historic sights of the capital.  

Even the long coach journey 

could not dampen the pupils’ 

spirits or detract from a terrific 

learning experience. 

 

“The great Globe itself!” — Year 7 explore the wonders of the 

Shakespeare at the Globe Theatre in London 
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The Globe Theatre—the 

faithful reconstruction of 

the original stands 

proudly as a working 

theatre on  London’s 

South Bank. 
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On Shakespeare: 

 

“He was the man 

who of all modern, 

and perhaps 

ancient poets, had 

the largest and 

most 

comprehensive 

soul.” 

 

John Dryden 

(1631-1700) 

Year 7 recreate the shipwreck scene from The Tempest A close-up tour of the theatre 

“O Brave New World..” The Tempest 



Janet Habis, leading  

Practitioner in Challenge and 

English teacher describes her 

understanding of how  

stepping out of the classroom 

engages learning. 

Learning doesn’t just happen in the 

classroom, and it doesn’t always in-

volve books! Learning takes place 

when minds are engaged, questions 

are asked and new experiences are 

explored – and that can happen in a  

myriad of locations: at the sea, in a 

gallery, at the theatre, and of course 

at home. 

We live in an inter-connected world 

where historic events cross paths with 

technological advancements: which 

lead to great moments in the arts,  

followed by movements across  

continents and indeed, even beyond 

our known world to space and  

“to infinity and beyond” (as Buzz 

Lightyear would say.) So how do we 

navigate these pathways with our 

children so that they can be filled with 

awe and wonder, and make sense of 

the world that they are growing-up 

in? 

First, find out what interests your 

child. Help them discover where their  

interests lie – medicine, engineering, 

history, nature, mechanics, the sea, to 

name but a very few of the endless  

possibilities.  

Don’t worry if they 

don’t know what 

interests them  

initially, you can  

discover that  

together by exploring 

new topics and  

places and following  

virtual (online) and 

real visits to new worlds by 

sharing your thoughts and  

experiences on aspects of 

what you have come across 

and experienced.  

Ask questions, lots of them, 

and be prepared to challenge 

your own understandings and 

perceptions on receiving your 

child’s answers – the world 

experienced through the eyes 

of a child is truly refreshing 

and can be a revelation. You 

can help develop interests 

and turn them into a passion, 

nourishing them by exploring 

these worlds of learning  

together.  

So, you’ve gone on the  

National Geographic website 

(free by the way to register 

online) and looked at the 

cosmos together – amazing 

images – but what next? Read 

one (or two) of the  

accompanying articles your-

self, and then either share the 

key ideas and points with 

your child, or if they are really  

interested and able to follow 

along with concepts and  

terminology, read the article 

together. Don’t worry if some 

of the terminology stretches 

you too, make the most of 

this situation and share the 

opportunity to demonstrate 

how we continue to learn 

throughout our lives and that 

it’s fun to discover new facts, 

language and experiences 

whether we are 8 or 80.  

Dictionaries, reference books 

and the internet are tools to 

be used easily and  

readily, so get your child 

to help search out meanings 

and information that bring 

your shared readings to life. 

From this one article a world 

of inter-connected ideas and 

topics span out, ready to be 

explored in a whole host of 

different ways; science muse-

ums being just one. 

Long gone are the days when 

nothing but drab displays and 

enforced hushed voices were 

the expected welcome at 

museums of science, art or 

any other museum for that 

matter. Now, museums  

deliver up inter-active  

displays, special exhibitions, 

activity days and brilliantly 

vibrant and engaging exhibits 

that captivate and generate a 

barrage of questions from 

children (and adults!) which 

can be investigated at the 

museum, gallery or institute 

and then later at home as a 

family.  

Top tip: ask your child what 

they are studying at school 

(what topic is being learnt in 

science; which time period in 

history; which artist in Art 

etc?) and check out various 

local museums and galleries 

online to find out what they 

are showcasing or exhibiting. 

Involve your child in this re-

search so that they don’t feel 

they are being force-fed addi-

tional learning but rather 

shared planning for a family 

excursion. And remember – 

make it fun! 

Getting out and about to develop learning, engage minds and 

share the fun of discovery. 
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The National History 

Museum, London 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=winchester%20science%20centre&qs=AS&form=QBIRMH&pq=winchester%20science&sc=8-18&sp=1&sk=


You can then take your discov-

eries and learning outside and 

go for a day trip to the coast or 

the forest. After an amazing day 

at  

The National History Museum, 

what better way to bring all that 

science to life than to follow it 

up with a visit to the Jurassic 

Coast in Dorset?  

Create your own identification 

keys before you set off so that 

you can be expert scientists 

conducting your own field re-

search. Learning is meaningful, 

lasting and developed when it is  

revisited and applied; connect 

up your shared experiences and 

visits through questions and 

making explicit links to what 

you have already seen, read and 

experienced.  

Creativity can come into play 

too: posters, diagrams and 

models all help to embed  

learning. 

Does your child love  

The Horrible Histories books or 

period dramas on television? 

National Trust locations 

(castles, stately homes, villages) 

often have event days that can 

bring history alive. However, 

just standing on the battle-

ments of a great castle or in the  

ornate dinning room of a stately 

home plunges you right back in 

time and allows your child to 

make greater sense of what 

they have been studying,  

reading or watching. History 

changes from being a dusty set 

of dates and facts into a vibrant 

narrative containing real  

people, lives and places. 

 

And if the weather gets too 

gloomy and grey for outdoor 

treks of discovery, how about 

a trip to an art gallery?  

Galleries open up a colourful 

collection of narratives that 

span the world and ages;  

Van Gogh’s Sunflowers and 

Hans Holbein the Younger’s 

The Ambassadors are known 

to many from pages in books 

and magazines, but seeing 

them ‘in the flesh’, full size 

and full colour, is truly an  

amazing experience.  

The stories presented in 

paintings, sketches and  

sculptures present captivating 

visual representations of  

classic legends, historic events 

and locations, and a multitude 

of societies and people. Many 

galleries offer free tours and 

talks, sketching opportunities 

and more – so check out what 

is on offer on their websites 

before setting off for the day. 

Finally, we are very fortunate 

to have a selection of  

excellent theatres locally, so it 

is always worthwhile getting 

yourself on their mailing lists 

so that you can know what 

productions and concerts are 

scheduled for the coming 

months; often some of the 

productions are of texts, or 

related to topics, that are 

being studied at school. Live 

theatre is a wonderful  

experience that brings a 

vibrancy to great literature 

but can also encourage  

students to sign up to school 

productions or local youth 

theatre programmes; many 

of our great actors talk of 

how seeing live theatre got 

them fired-up and passionate 

about ‘treading the boards’ as 

a life goal.  

Ken Robinson, the  

internationally acclaimed 

educationalist, states in his 

book The Element –  

How Finding Your Passion 

Changes Everything “…we all 

have distinctive talents and 

passions that can inspire us to 

achieve far more than we may  

imagine. Understanding this 

changes everything. It also 

offers us our best and  

perhaps our only promise for 

genuine and sustainable  

success in a very uncertain 

future.” (p.8, 2009).  

 

Practical ideas for level-headed learning 
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You can help your child to 

discover their “passions” – 

and have fun on that  

journey of discovery.  

So set off on your  

exploration of the world 

of learning together  

today.  New experiences 

and opportunities for 

learning are awaiting you, 

in a whole range of places 

and locations. 

Durdle Door, Dorset  

The New Forest  



World Book Day was celebrated at Wyvern with 

an invasion of Literary characters taking over the 

classrooms and hallways of the College! 

Pupils were taught by George and Lennie, trying 

to find their dream; Eliza Dolittle and Mary  

Poppins reigned supreme in Technology, aided 

by a muddy looking Bear Grylls; Mrs Coulter was 

menacing Lyra Belaqua, teaming up with 

Professor McGonagall, Miss Trunchbull and The 

Warden to strike fear into their classes and the 

Cat in the Hat teamed up with Wally to ‟find‟ their 

way round Geography, with Hermonie and Harry! 

Jack Reacher and James Bond were at odds with 

Blofeld, and battling against the Ring Wraith and 

Snow White tag-team!  Pupils and staff alike 

thoroughly enjoyed their day, bringing reading to 

life in every class. 

One of the main events of the day 

was a visit from the Wyvern Nursery 

children to the Wyvern library, where 

Reading Ambassadors were waiting 

to share their favourite story books, 

reading aloud to the Nursery—with all 

the right noises and voices, of 

course! 

More photos available on the College 

website! 

Reading Ambassadors share their favourite 

story book with Nursery children 

World Book Day 2015 

Writing to Advise… from a teen perspective! 

Be early to Christmas lunch 

You don’t want to end up sit-

ting on a deck chair with your 

chin just above the table, so 

make sure that you get to the 

table just before lunch.  

Eating your lunch- 

Don’t eat too fast, otherwise you 

will have to talk to your family 

members - which usually you 

have already done enough of 

before lunch, or you will do after 

lunch. But don’t eat too slowly 

either, otherwise everyone will 

think you don’t like the food or 

that you’re feeling ill, and  

continuously ask if you’re ok.  

Expect the unexpected- 

You’re always going to 

receive one of those  

presents that you didn’t 

want, like a jumper with a 

cheesy Christmas picture 

knitted by your grandma, 

and when you open it you 

are always horrified; but 

you need to make sure 

that you pretend to like it 

to keep your parents and 

grandma happy.  

However don’t over-do it 

otherwise you could end 

up with one every Christ-

mas. 

Stick to these rules, and 

Christmas will be  

survivable for another 

year! 

Jaz Haines  Year 11 

A Teenagers’ basic 

guide to Christmas: 

When spoken to, give the 

shortest answers possible-

don’t ask them questions, 

let them ask you and just 

give simple answers other-

wise your family members 

will think you want to talk 

to them and will continue 

talking to you. But, don’t 

give too short an answer, 

otherwise your parents will 

accuse you of being rude 

and unsociable.  When 

you don’t understand 

what someone has said, 

just smile and hope they 

didn’t ask you a question. 
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“The books 

transported 

her into new worlds 

and introduced her to 

amazing people who 

lived exciting lives.  

 

She went on olden-

day sailing ships with 

Joseph Conrad. She 

went to Africa with 

Ernest Hemingway 

and to India with 

Rudyard Kipling.  

 

She travelled all over 

the world while sitting 

in her little room in an 

English village.”  

― Roald Dahl, 

Matilda  

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4273.Roald_Dahl
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1015554


busy BUT you still have the 

barrier around your life.  

Reading about the past;  

other lives; brilliant visions 

of the future created by 

some great mind, can erase 

that barrier that keeps you 

trapped in your own world 

and experiences.  

Perhaps this is the  

philosophy behind the 19th 

Century educationalist and 

historian, Dr Thomas   

Arnold’s , words when he 

said, “Life without the spirit 

of enquiry is not worth  

living.”  This is how we’re 

trying to engender the 

“spirit of enquiry!” 

Students improve their  

confidence in reading if they 

can read aloud in a friendly 

and calming atmosphere. 

Research shows that  

reading for pleasure is a 

more important indicator of  

future success than any  

socio-economic factors.  

Sadly, the number of  

students who say they enjoy 

reading, once they get to 

secondary schooling age, 

has fallen dramatically and 

great steps are being taken 

in English, and in a joint  

venture with Learning Sup-

port, to develop the practice 

of reading for pleasure. 

How many times have you 

heard parents bemoaning 

the fact that their children 

“used to be regular readers” 

but no longer seem to put 

any time into enjoying a 

good book? 

One of the ways we hope to 

bring back the love of  

becoming engrossed in a 

good story is by building up 

the reading stamina, and 

desire, to read in our young 

students in lower school 

before they become firmly 

entrenched in the mindset 

that sees no relevance to 

literature in their lives.  

Think of the analogy of  

being surrounded by a  

circular barrier – it can be 

as large as you wish.  This is 

your world and you can fill 

it with exciting things that 

happen in your life; family; 

friends; events; holidays; 

favourite foods; marvellous 

music – you get the picture.  

Your world is full and it’s 

We now have scores of year 

ten students assisting in 

reading for pleasure, with 

small groups of seven, eight 

and nine readers, five  

mornings a week in the  

library in tutor time;   

building relationships with 

the students they hear;  

discussing the reading and, 

just now, beginning to feed 

back about the progress 

they have seen.    

The upper college students 

have the title of Reading 

Ambassador and they can 

be justly proud when they 

write this commitment to 

others on their college  

applications.  We have  

provided them with a badge 

to show their status in 

recognition of this most  

important role.   

Reading Ambassadors: support with a smile! 
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“When I look 

back, I am so 

impressed again 

with the life-

giving power of 

literature. If I 

were a young 

person today, 

trying to gain a 

sense of myself 

in the world, I 

would do that 

again by reading, 

just as I did when 

I was young.”  

― Maya 

Angelou  

Page 11 

Our Reading Ambassadors look forward to meeting more 

fresh faces in September 2015 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3503.Maya_Angelou
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3503.Maya_Angelou


If you are worried about how to  

encourage you child to read, try the 

following tips.  Above all, the best 

way to encourage reading, is to read 

yourself! 

 

1. Find the right stuff to read!   

It is better to start up a reading habit by choosing a topic or 

subject you and your child are interested in, whether it’s Top 

Gear, Zombie Nation or the latest How to Train your Dragon! 

2. Experiment with different formats and genres – if you choose 

texts that look different, you may find that one style or format 

is easier to read than others. 

3. Set a good example – if your friends and family see you read, it is 

likely they will pick up the habit – and stick with it! 

4. Create a ‘reading space’ – the right environment is crucial to good 

reading – choose a time and place where you can make yourself or 

your child feel safe and comfortable, and keep it ‘reserved’ for 

reading.  You could even save a special treat or snack to have 

whilst you read! 

5. Make reading fun – not a chore!  Try using reading as a route to 

another task – for example, why not ask your child to read out 

the steps of a recipe of their favourite food – the bonus of the 

reading is in the eating! 

6. If you have enjoyed one of the summer blockbusters at the  

cinema, chances are that it may have been adapted from a book!  

Find the book of the film, and then compare to see which ideas 

and scenes have been included or left out! 

7. Make reading public – read on the bus, in a park, waiting for the 

match to start, while your latest bake-off creation is ‘proving’, 

running a bath…  

Whenever and where ever you can model reading,  

you are modelling success! 

Top tips for Reluctant Readers! 
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“If one 
cannot  
enjoy 
reading a 
book over 
and over 
again, 
there is no 
use in 
reading it 
at all.”  
― Oscar 
Wilde  

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3565.Oscar_Wilde
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3565.Oscar_Wilde


One of the ways that the English department 

likes to challenge students is to give them 

‘live’ genres  of non-fiction writing. 

Kieran Oram shows how to create a lively 

and descriptive, but non-fiction text, in his 

match report. 

Southampton 1- 1 Manchester United 

The Saints dominant first half performance 

proved not enough to take all 3 points from a 

drab draw with a lethargic United. 

On a day where the blue side of Manchester  

celebrated their second league title in three 

years, United’s decline was never more ap-

parent than in a game which saw the south 

coast club dominate proceedings from start 

to finish; ending the season with a record 56 

point haul.  

Juan Mata’s delightful free kick cancelled out 

Rickie Lambert’s first half strike, in a game that 

could prove to be the last for a number of  

these players in their respective clubs. 

The game started brightly, with The Saints 

boasting possession, without fashioning any 

real chances that tested opposition goalkeeper 

David De Gea. Saints had an early penalty  

appeal waved away by referee Mike Dean 

when Nemja Vidic appeared to handle the ball 

inside the area.  

A slight deflection off Steven Davis from an 

‘out-side of the boot’ cross from Luke Shaw 

resulted with the ball bouncing in the path of 

Lallana and Vidic, with the latter appearing to 

pat the ball to safety. A Lallana back heel and 

Shaw header followed, with the former creat-

ed after good work from Lallana down the left. 

The Red Devils seemed just as disinterested in 

the game, struggling to string more than two 

passes together due to the  

immense pressure put under them by the 

south coast club. Lambert finally broke the 

deadlock on 28 minutes…. 

And for the full report, please find it in our 

new publication “Wyvern Sporting Times” 

A budding Journalist: Kieran Oram (year 11) writes exclusively 

for English Matters about a subject VERY close to his heart... 
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Vidic (pictured left) plays his 

last ever competitive game 

for Manchester United, 

ahead of his proposed move 

to Inter Milan.  

 

SPORTING TIMES  

Tackling the World of Wyvern Sport... 



 There is a saying I‟ve used 

in English lessons often when 

introducing and addressing the 

accurate use of grammar and 

punctuation in my students‟ 

written work and it goes like 

this; 

“PUNCTUATION SAVES 

LIVES!” 

Agree? Disagree? Confused? 

Surely ‘over-exaggeration’ is a 

mild understatement Mr  

Dickinson? You might be  

thinking a whole range of things 

at this point in time but the truth 

is that punctuation does save 

lives and I can prove it. Take 

these two sentences as spoken 

character dialogue which, at 

first glance, are very similar but 

actually upon closer inspection 

have very different meanings; 

“Let‟s eat Grandma!” 

“Let‟s eat, Grandma.”  

Have you spotted the differ-

ences between them? Whilst the 

first sentence wouldn‟t appear 

out of place in some kind of 

cannibalistic action thriller 

storyline, the second could  

feature in a much more pleasant 

storyline; stories featuring  

picturesque country cottages, 

roast dinners, lush green hills, 

radiant sunshine and Werther‟s 

Originals.  

Ok, so maybe I did slightly 

exaggerate the whole 

“PUNCTUATION SAVES 

LIVES” idea but it certainly 

does matter. A lot. In a world of 

Twitter, BBM, Facebook and  

e-communication, students are 

finding it more difficult to  

differentiate between when it is 

appropriate to punctuate their 

work correctly and when it 

isn‟t. And this lack of accuracy 

in punctuation could become an 

issue for them in later life.  

As early as Year 10, students 

are at the stage of considering 

their long-time futures; they are 

creating CVs, attending college 

open evenings and writing their 

personal statements – and not to 

mention the added pressure of 

completing controlled  

assessments and revising and 

practising exams. With a  

revised GCSE syllabus about to 

be implemented in schools 

across the country, there is  

going to be an even bigger  

emphasis on developing  

students‟ literacy for assessment 

in exam conditions.  

Furthermore, employers are hot 

on the trail of students with 

adequate literacy and numeracy 

skills that would make them 

successful additions to their 

workforce.  

 

Do we really want our students 

at Wyvern to be left behind 

because they failed to punctuate 

their work accurately?  

As a department, what we have 

identified is that students do 

know the basic rules of  

punctuation that they learn at 

Key Stage 1 and 2 and are very 

able at editing and checking 

their own work (and the work of 

others) for grammatical errors. 

However, to avoid students 

developing bad habits and  

rectifying these as quickly as 

possible, here are a few top-tips 

and practices that you and your 

child can do at home… 

Mr O Dickinson 

English and Media teacher 

Yoda says “Much to learn 

about  grammar I have” 

 

 

ON THE FRONT LINES IN THE WAR  

AGAINST BAD GRAMMAR 
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“Books are the carriers of 

civilization. Without 

books, history is silent, 

literature dumb, science 

crippled, thought and 

speculation at a standstill. 

Without books, the 

development of 

civilization would have 

been impossible. They are 

engines of change (as the 

poet said), windows on the 

world and lighthouses 

erected in the sea of time. 

They are companions, 

teachers, magicians, 

bankers of the treasures of 

the mind. Books are 

humanity in print. 

Barbara W. Tuchman  

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=funny+punctuation&id=924C3E5F3EC7CF51C928FB5861CDA49B18694073&FORM=IQFRBA
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/137261.Barbara_W_Tuchman
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/137261.Barbara_W_Tuchman


TIP 1: 

Check through your 

child’s exercise book 

when they are doing their 

homework and strike up a 

dialogue over their use of 

punctuation … What are 

they doing well? Where 

are they continuing to 

make mistakes? How 

could they improve  

further? Stress the  

importance of accurate 

grammar and punctuation 

with them. 

TIP 2: 

There are loads of fun 

grammar and punctuation 

APPs available for  

students to down load 

from Google Play and  

Apple iTunes onto their 

tablets and mobile 

phones. Set aside a few 

moments in the evening to 

go through them together, 

to play some games and to 

go over those all-

important rules. 

TIP 3: 

If your child doesn’t have 

access to an ingenious 

iPad or snazzy Samsung 

S5, there are handy  

punctuation and grammar 

workbooks that you can 

purchase from book 

stores such as  

Waterstones or The 

Works. But it might be 

worth checking how much 

they are on online retailers 

such as Amazon first to 

see if you can save  

yourself a few quid. 

TIP 4: 

Promote reading with your 

child at home! Young  

students’ brains are like 

sponges and the more 

they read, the more  

accustomed they will be to 

seeing what good writing 

and grammar looks like so 

they’ll be able to replicate 

it in their own work. 

Useful books and websites 

www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/topic/

punctuation  A good websites for adults, 

and older children which can test and 

check your grammar use, as well as  

suggesting ways to ‘learn’ the rules! 

www.english-online.org.uk/games/

gamezone2 A fun and interactive games-

based learning site through which your 

child can  check their understanding and 

use of many parts of speech and  

commonly used literary techniques. 

The New First Aid in English 

Volume 1 

Angus Maciver 

Pub.Hodder and Gibson 2004 

ISBN 0340882875 9780340882870   

The starting point for many; this book 

gives comprehensive explanations, as 

well as worked examples and a self-test 

section.  It also comes with a separate 

answer book! 

Top Tips for  Problem Punctuation 
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“Literature adds to 

reality, it does not 

simply describe it. 

It enriches the 

necessary 

competencies that 

daily life requires 

and provides; and 

in this respect, it 

irrigates the deserts 

that our lives have 

already become.”  

― C.S. Lewis  

The shock and horror of a missed full stop 

and incorrect comma use can be terrible to 

discover... 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1069006.C_S_Lewis
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1069006.C_S_Lewis


Ever wondered why English is such a rich and descriptive language?  The answer is in our use of literary word-

play; the family jokes, the puns of the newspaper headlines, the funny little phrases which we use to pepper 

our own description of the world around us! 

An idiom (from the Latin: idioma meaning "special property" and the Greek idios, "one‟s own") is a combination 

of words that have a figurative (imagined) meaning owing to its common usage . An idiom's figurative meaning 

is separate from the literal (real) meaning, so, when we say we are “on top of the world” we simply mean we 

are feeling great, not that we are at the North Pole! 

There are thousands of idioms and they occur frequently in all languages. There are estimated to be at least 

twenty-five thousand idiomatic expressions in the English language! 

See if you can decide which of these idioms are from Shakespeare, and which are found commonly 

on the football pitch!  (Answers, and full explanations of these idioms, will be printed in the next edition.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apprehensively, I approached to look over the top of the trench.  “Get down boys,” I whispered, 

panicked, seeing the tank approach us.  Meanwhile I got a grenade and threw it directly at the 

tank.  Suddenly all I could hear was the chaos from the explosion of the tank: it was eliminated.  

In Summer, the sun is in your eyes; it can be impossible to see the enemy until the last minute. 

 

 

 

 

 

Suddenly I heard a massive bang coming from No Mans Land.  “What is that?” someone  

questioned.  It was a bomb coming directly for us.  Catastrophe erupted all around.  On my left 

hand side my team mate was down.  I carried him away to the nurses at the back of the trench, 

sliding and gasping through the mud and blood on the duckboards. 

Luke Betteridge  Year 9 

Idioms.. Idiotic images or fantastic phrases to suit your everyday needs? 

Turned on a sixpence A fool’s paradise Played a blinder A foregone conclusion 

A sorry sight At sixes and sevens Sick as a parrot Foul play 

Dead as a doornail Hot-blooded Hairdryer treatment Gone pear-shaped 

In a pickle Vanish into thin air The game is afoot Sold a dummy 

Creative writing—responding to an image 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Figurative_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaning_(linguistic)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literal_and_figurative_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language

